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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP3587710A1] The description discloses a new type of lock cylinder and lockset, including: connection member, and there is fixing sleeve
for extending on the connection member; a lock cylinder mechanism, including a lock cam set in the back of the fixing sleeve. The unlocking cam
has a slip connection with the fixing sleeve. There is an axle sleeve in the said unlocking cam, and there is a connection shaft in the said unlocking
cam. The front end of the said connection shaft goes across the fixing sleeve, and the back end of the connection shaft has limit through-holes.
There is an elastic part in the said limit through-holes, and there are balls on both end of the elastic part, and there is a stop collar in the limit
through-hole corresponding to the said connection shaft. The lock set has a number of characteristics, such as simple structure, easy fabrication and
strong rigidity. At the same time, the new type of lock cylinder provided by the utility model is easy to manufacture, convenient to assemble, and it is
stable in structure and durable in use.
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